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To detect what initiates spreading
depression
(SD), the early
prodromal
events were investigated
in hippocampal
CA1 of
urethane-anesthetized
rats. SD was provoked
by microdialysis or focal microinjection
of high-K+ solution. Extracellular DC potentials
and extracellular
potassium
concentration ([K+],) were recorded,
and spontaneous
and evoked
potentials
analyzed for current source-density
(CSD). In the
front of an approaching
SD wave, several seconds before
the onset of the typical sustained
negative potential
shift
(AV,) and the increased
[K+], fast electrical
activity was
detected.
This consisted
initially of small rhythmic (60-70
Hz) sawtooth wavelets, which then gave way to a shower of
population
spikes (PSs) of identical
frequency.
Prodromal
wavelets and PSs were synchronized
over considerable
distances in the tissue. Sawtooth
wavelets were identified
as
pacemakers
of the prodromal
PS burst. Simultaneous
recording at three depths revealed that the spontaneous
prodromal PSs occurred exactly in phase in dendrites
and somata whereas synaptically
transmitted
PSs arose first in the
proximal dendrites
and were conducted
from there into the
soma membrane.
During a spike burst, stratum (St.) pyramidale served as current sink, while in the proximal sublayer of st. radiatum spike-sinks
gave way to spike sources
that grew larger as the sinks in st. pyramidale
began to
subside. Blocking synaptic transmission
did not abolish the
prodromal
spike burst, yet repetitive
orthodromic
activation
inhibited
it without altering the subsequent
SD waveform.
Complex
changes
in cell excitability
were detected
even
before fast spontaneous
activities.
We concluded
that, in
the initial evolution of SD, changes in neuron function precede the regenerating
depolarization
by several seconds.
We propose
that the opening
of normally closed electric
junctions among neurons can best explain the long-distance
synchronization
and the flow current that occurs in the leading edge of a propagating
wave of SD.
[Key words: spreading
depression,
CA 1, neuronal
synchronization,
current source-density,
microdialysis,
in vivo,
evoked potentials,
cell-to-cell
communication,
fast rhythmic
activity]
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Half a century after its discovery (Leao, 1944),the physiological
changesresponsiblefor the generationand propagationof I&o’s
spreadingdepression(SD) remain obscure. Stimuli triggering
SD, ionic disturbancesof the extracellular milieu, and relation
to neuronal function impairment are well known (for review,
seeMarshall, 1959; BureSet al., 1974; Nicholson, 1984), but
its biophysical basisis far from clear.
Widely accepted hypotheseshold that the primary event responsiblefor both the initiation and the propagation of SD is
the releaseof some substancefrom neuronal elementsto the
extracellular compartment, which initially excites and then depressesadjacent neurons.The slownessof diffusion of the mediator would account for the low velocity of SD propagation.
Among the substancesproposedto mediate SD propagation are
potassium(Grafstein, 1956; Brinley et al., 1960; BureSand Kiivanek, 1960)and excitatory amino acids(Van Harreveld, 1959;
SiesjGand Bengtsson,1989; Fabricius et al., 1993). There are,
however, observationsthat are difficult to reconcile with either
of these two propositions (Lehmenkiihler, 1990; Herreras and
Somjen, 1993a,b; seealso Discussion).
SD had beeninterpreted asa compositeprocessor a sequence
of several linked events. To solve its genesis,a most important
questionconcernsidentification of the very first stepin the chain
reaction. In the extant literature, however, generally more attention has been given to the major depolarization and the
attending extracellular potential shift (AI’,) than to the antecedent events. Among antecedentsheralding the onset of SD that
have been reported, are a slight increaseof extracellular potassium ([K’],), a small positive shift precedingthe fast negative
shift of the extracellular potential (Al’,) (Marshall, 1959) and
severaltypes of fast field activity including a short burst of action
potentials or intensesynaptic noise(Leao, 1944;Grafstein 1956;
Rosenbluethand Garcia-Ramos, 1966; Ichijo and Ochs, 1970;
Higashidaet al., 1974; Somjen and Aitken, 1984;Haglund and
Schwartzkroin, 1990; Herrerasand Somjen, 1993a).Even a silence of spontaneousor evoked activity has occasionally been
describedprior to other signs(Grafstein, 1956; Morlock et al.,
1964; Muiioz, 1970; Higashida et al., 1974). Not all of these
early signsare obligatory prodromals of the large, accelerating,
regenerative depolarization that is typical of the process.
The purpose of this article is to examine the earliestevents
that lead to SD. We chose the hippocampus for this investigation, becauseits simpleand regularcytoarchitecture facilitates
interpretation of electrical recordings.Previously, we have presentedevidence that waves of SD can propagateindependently
among somata and dendrites of the samecells (Herreras and
Somjen, 1993a,d). We have also defined different components
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of the SD wave that behave differently, have distinct associated
ionic shifts and differential sensitivity to Glu receptor blockers
(Herreras and Somjen, 1993a,b,d). By simultaneousrecordings
with multiple microelectrodes, current source-density (CSD)
analysis of field notentials, ion-selective microelectrodes, and
microdialysis, we have now undertaken a detailed spatiotemporal analysisof the earliest noticeable spontaneousor evoked
electrophysiological manifestations associatedto the SD reaction. We are concluding that, at least in the CA1 sector, SD
propagation is mediated by neither potassium ions nor Glu
receptor activation. Our findings are compatible with the hypothesisput forward earlier, suggestingthat the openingof electrotonic junctions amongneurons is a significant early event in
the evolution of SD (Somjen et al., 1992).
Someof the data describedhere have been presentedin preliminary form at a meeting (Largo et al., 1993).

Materials

and Methods

Female Sprague-Dawley rats (39 animals,
225-250 gm) were anesthetized with urethane (1.2-l .5 gm/kg, i.p.). The
animals were breathing spontaneously. Body temperature was maintained at 37 t O.l”C with a heating blanket. Surgery and stereotaxic
procedures were carried out as previously described in detail (Herreras,
1990). Concentric bipolar stimulating electrodes were placed at one or
the two of the following locations: CA3 sector for activation of the
ipsilateral Schaffer collaterals (from bregma, midline, and cortical surface, A -3.2, L 2.6, V -3.3); alveus for antidromic activation (A -5.5,
L 2.6, V - 1.8). These points were approached at a 30” angle in the
sagittal plane, and depth was subsequently adjusted after placement of
the recording electrodes to find the point of lowest threshold for the
desired evoked response.
Recording electrodes were glass micropipettes filled with 150 mM
NaCl(5-10 MR). Micropipettes were sometimes used in vertical arrays
of two or three pipettes glued so as to record from different depths at
essentially the same AP and L coordinates. These arrays were constructed and used as previously described (Herreras and Somjen, 1993b).
Double barreled ion-selective microelectrodes were manufactured as
described elsewhere (Somjen, 1981). The Fluka ion exchanger for K+
(no. 6003 1) was used as liquid membrane. Electrodes were calibrated
before and after each experiment and results were rejected on rare occasion when the two differed by more than 10%. The liquid membrane
was approximately 800 pm long. The reference barrel served for the
recording of evoked potentials and DC voltages. The voltages recorded
by the ion-selective electrodes were transformed to a linear millimolar
scale with the help of the AXUM program, taking into account the calibrated sensitivity of each electrode.
The characteristic configuration ofevoked potentials guided the placement of the recording electrodes (Herreras, 1990). In previous studies
(Herreras et al., 1987) electrolytic lesions and dye marks were made to
verify post-mortem the placement of stimulating and recording electrodes. Histology invariably verified the reliability of electrophysiological criteria.
The Ag/AgCl wire of recording micropipette electrodes was connected
to DC-coupled FET input stages. A subcutaneous Ag/AgCl wire electrode served as reference. After amplification, DC signals were recorded
on VCR and processed by AXOTAPE computer program either at 5-20
Hz or at 5- 10 kHz sample rate and then further analyzed by the AXUM
program. When necessary, signals were reacquired in the computer after
AC coupling (1 Hz to 5 kHz). In some cases, noisy potentials were
smoothed by filtering using the Savitsky-Golay algorithm described in
the AXUM manual. Given the small amplitude and characteristic frequency of some of the signals of interest in this study (< 1 mV, 60-70
Hz) it was often necessary to minimize 50 Hz line noise. This was made
off line by algebraic substraction of an averaged portion of 50 Hz noise
from the row signal after careful time reset of the noise. A similar
substraction procedure was employed to filter out large-amplitude EEG
waves from small portions of signal for the sake of figure presentation.
Microdialysis.
Microdialysis was used to perfuse drugs into the tissue
and to elicit SD waves by perfusion ofhigh-potassium solutions. Dialysis
probes were manufactured as previously described (Herreras and Somjen,
Preparation

and recording.

1993a), except that an inner silica cannula (140 pm o.d., 40 pm i.d.)
was employed instead of the stainless steel cannula. The active dialysis
membrane was a cylinder 800 pm long of 220 wrn o.d.
Before inserting the probe in the brain a micropipette electrode was
first introduced to find an appropriate location, guided by recording the
evoked potential. The probe waslowered thereafter at the same position
so that the entire dorsoventral extension of the CA 1 region was exposed
to dialysis. The usual location was A -4.5 to -5, L 2.6, but sometimes
a more posterior and lateral position was aimed to allow maximal room
for anteriorly placed recording electrodes. Just before the probe reached
its final oosition an SD wave was invariably recorded at a near rostra1
micropipette due to the mechanical trauma caused during the probe
implantation.
A control artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) of the following composition was initially perfused (in mmol/liter): 122 NaCl, 3 KCI, 0.4
KH,PO,, 1.2 CaCl,, 1.2 MgSO,, 25 NaHCO,. High-potassium solution
was prepared by replacing 100 mmol/liter NaCl by KCl. All drugs
perfused were dissolved in ACSF or high-K+ solutions. The dialysis
fiber was perfused by means of a Gilson peristaltic pump at a constant
rate of 2 @min. A 90 min rest period was allowed after the probe
implantation before the experiment began.
Single SD waves were elicited by 5-8 min pulses of high-K+ perfusion
through the dialysis probe. A 15 min rest period was used between
consecutive SD episodes. Continuous high-K+ perfusion generated an
SD focus from which waves of SD emanated at intervals increasing
from about 5 to about 10 min (Herreras and Somjen, 1993a,b,d). When
the effect of a drug on SD was studied, a 15-30 min period was allowed
for the drug to diffuse out of the dialysis fiber and to achieve a steady
gradient before the high-K+ pulse. The actual concentration of drugs at
specific distances from the dialysis fiber cannot be determined. From
our experience, the concentration of hydrosoluble compounds that produces a definite electrophysiogical effect at a distance of 300-500 pm
away from the fiber must be about 10 times higher in the perfusate than
that required to exert the same effect as when administered in the bathing
fluid of in vitro preparations (Herreras et al., 1989; Herreras and Somjen,
1993a,b).
The glutamate receptor blocking drugs used in this study, 6,7-dinitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione
(DNQX) and 3-((?)-2-carboxypiperazine-4yl)-propyl- 1-phosphonic acid (CPP), were obtained from Tocris Neuramin (Essex, England), and all ACSF constituents and other inorganic
ions, from Sigma (St. Louis).
Pressure ejection of high-K+
solution.
In other experiments, SD waves
were provoked by pressure ejection of KC1 (1 M) from a glass micropipette (2-5 pm at the tip). The same pipette served for electrical monitoring of evoked potentials during implantation and subsequent registration of the voltage at the site of the SD initiation. Pressure was
chosen so that microdrops of 25-50 nl were produced outside the brain.
When no pressure was applied, a stable DC baseline and normal evoked
potentials recorded from the high-K+ pipette indicated that leak of K+
was readily buffered by surrounding cells. Equal volumes of 1 M NaCl
ejected from similar pipettes did not noticeably disturb evoked potentials recorded a few seconds later, indicating that the ejected volume
did not disturb the neurons.
Current
source-density
(CSD) analysis
and excitability
study. CSD
analysis permits the registration of “sources” where electric current
enters, and “sinks” where current leaves the interstitial space in a tissue.
We used the customary unidimensional approximation of CSD (Stone
and Freeman 1971; Freeman and Nicholson, 1975; Herreras, 1990;
Herreras and Somjen, 1993~). A detailed account of technical and theoretical considerations has been presented elsewhere (Herreras, 1990).
In the present experiments, instead of plotting the depth profiles of
regularly repeated field potentials, using a single moving pipette, a triple
micropipette assembly was fashioned that permitted the simultaneous
recording at three positions in the same vertical track. This procedure
was required because of the variability of the fast potentials at the onset
of the SD. The assembly was lowered at successive steps, each of them
recording a single SD episode. The vertical separation between the tips
was 1OO- 125 pm in different arrays. CSD was calculated at each station
for the central one of the three electrode tips. These distances are larger
than optimal (Herreras, 1990) but allowed for a nearly parallel orientation of the pipettes and therefore less tissue damage. On-line CSD
computation of orthodromic evoked potentials served to control for
tissue distortion and to ensure that the electrode assembly did not introduce artifactual currents. Otherwise, arrays were rejected. CSD of
fast transients was calculated from the AC-coupled signals. Since the
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tissue resistivity was unknown, only the second spatial derivative of the
field potential gradient was calculated and therefore we used arbitrary
proportional units (Herreras, 1990; Herreras and Somjen, 1993b)

Results
Early activity
Whenever an SD wave was elicited in the hippocampal
CA1
region by any method, the sustained AV, shift was preceded and
its early phasewasaccompaniedby a characteristic sequenceof
fast focal electric activities. Initially, there appeared small saw-

tooth-shaped potentials, which then gave way to a shower of
population spikes(PSs). The amplitude of the spikesfirst increasedand then decreasedgiving the burst a triangular-shaped
envelope (Fig. 1B). After subsidence of the prodromal
spike
burst, the sawtooth wavelets often becameagain visible.
When recording

from the cell body layer, the prodromal

burst

of PSsbeganto develop a few secondsbefore the characteristic
AV, shift, it lasted 2-4 set, and it wasalready exhaustedby the
time the fast DC drop began at this layer (Fig. 1). Sawtooth
wavelets were detectable preceding the PS burst by 2-3 sec.
Most often the burst set out from a flat DC level or during the
small positive hump that sometimesprecededthe negative A V,
(Fig. 1Al). Occasionally, the spike burst waspartially riding on
an initial negative DC excursion (Fig. L42). The maximal amplitude of the PSs within a prodromal burst was 4-10 mV,
always smaller than the maximal orthodromically evoked PS
that ranged from 12 to 15 mV. The frequency of the spikes
varied little in any one experiment. The mean interspike interval

was 14.7, with SEM of kO.12 msec (n = 82, in 36 animals),
correspondingto a frequency of 68 Hz (range,43-89 Hz). In a
few (three animals)exceptional casesonly unusually small PSs
were seenat intervals that were two to three times greaterthan
usual; thesewere not included in the statisticsjust presented.
The small sawtooth waves that precededthe spike burst had
the samefrequency as the spike burst itself. Occasionally a PS
failed within the burst. In place of the missingPS a sawtooth
wavelet was invariably recorded, and the next PS occurred at
the expected time (Fig. lB2, arrowheads)without resetting the
rhythm.
To examine temporal relations, two electrodeswere placed
at the sameAP and L coordinates, one in st. pyramidale and
the other in st. radiatum, as well as a third electrode in st.
pyramidale 1 mm anterior to the other two (Fig. 2.4). Remarkably, the fast activity recorded at the three sites(Fig. 2C,D) was
precisely phaselocked even when the different sites were experiencing different phasesof the propagating SD wave. In the
example of Figure 2 the spike burst at the caudal recording site
(electrodes2 and 3) that was near the origin of the SD wave
wasalready declining whereasat the more distant anterior site
(electrode 1) the pacemaker sawtooth activity wasjust beginning. Sametemporal relationshipswere obtained in five more
experiments using multiple recordings.

50 ms
Figure 1. Features of the prodromal PS burst. A, DC-coupled recordings in the stratum (St.) pyramidale of two rats. The initial moments of
SD waves, showing the PS burst and initial Av, shift. The insets show
the complete waveform of the AL’, shift. B, Detail of an AC-coupled
record of a PS burst in st. pyramidale. Below, traces labeled 1 and 2
show expanded portions of the upper trace. Arrowheads
mark failures

The pattern of PS burstsin dlTerent cytoarchitectonic layers
Triple electrodeswere fastenedsothat their tips lay at different
depthsbut very nearly at the sameAP and L coordinates.Figure
3 illustrates the SD waves recorded with such assembliesat
t
of PSs within the burst. Negative potential is shown downward
figures.

in all
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Figure 2. Phase relationship of fast
activities. A, Scheme of electrode arrangement. Electrodes 1 and 2 are located in st. pyramidale separated by 1
mm in anteroposterior direction; electrode 3 is located in proximal St. radiaturn, 90 pm below 2. d indicates the
position of the dialysis fiber (not to
scale). B, Control evoked potentials to
an orthodromic shock delivered in CA3.
C, DC-coupled simultaneous recordings from three sites. D, Expanded portions of traces from C, marked by solid
dots and labeled a-c, illustrating phase
locking of fast activities. Note that all
three recordings from site I illustrated
in C were taken before the PS burst
arrived to this location.

C

z
0

z

J-

20 ms
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different depthsalong one track. As previously reported (Herreras and Somjen, 1993a,b), the Al’, shifts started in most preparations in st. radiatum 24 set earlier than in st. pyramidale
(Fig. 3A). There wasno suchdelay of the prodromal spike burst
in st. pyramidale. In the experiment illustrated in Figure 3 the
PS amplitudes grew in fact faster in st. pyramidale than in st.
radiatum, but this was not replicated in other preparations.
There was a striking difference in the evolution of the waveform of the PSsbetweenthe two main layers. In st. pyramidale
the PSsin a burst were always negative (Fig. 3B, Posl, e3 and
Pos2, e2). In the proximal sublayer of st. radiatum what began
assimplenegative spikesturned into biphasicpositive-negative
signalsand finally monophasicpositive spikesas the AI’, developed (Fig. 3B, Pos2, e3 and Pos3, e2). In the deeperlayers,
among the distal dendritic arbors, the PSswere predominantly
positive all along (Pos3, e3). The changeover from negative to
positive spikes in proximal st. radiatum
negative excursion of the DC potential

1
2
3

coincided with the fast
at the onset of the SD

wave in this stratum (seenonly asa transient negative deflection
in the AC-coupled trace) and it could not have been an artefact
due to electrode slippage, becauseno sign of corresponding
movement could be detected in the trace from electrode in st.
oriens and/or st. pyramidale (Fig. 3, positions 2 and 3).
Positive spikesin st. radiatum could reach maximally 5 mV
in amplitude. They tended to still grow while the negative spikes

in st. pyramidale were declining so that at certain times the
positive

spikes exceeded in amplitude

the corresponding

neg-

ative onesrecorded more dorsally.
In a small number of preparations the Av, in st. pyramidale
precededthat in st. radiatum (Herreras and Somjen, 1993a,b).
In these casesthe prodromal spike bursts evolved differently,
in that no positive spikes were seen in any of the layers. The
burstsextinguishedright before the I’, shifted in the now leading
st. pyramidale. Thus, in the absenceof the negative A V, the PSs
in st. radiatum do not changefrom negative to positive.

Current source-density (CSD) analysis and phase relations of
PSS
Figure 4 illustratescurrentscalculatedfrom the potential records
shown in Figure 3. The st. oriens (Posl) appearsto provide
current sourcesfor the current sinks in st. pyramidale. By contrast, in the proximal sublayer of st. radiatum (Pos 3) the initial
sinksgive way to sources.Thesesourcesgrow in amplitude while
the sinks in st. pyramidale decline in amplitude. The transition
from sink into source is illustrated in greater detail in Figure
4B. Farther ventrally, among the dendritic arbor and neuropil
of distal st. radiatum, the spikeswere alwaysof positive polarity
(Fig.

4&

A,).

In Figure SA, the field potentials (+,,+,,) and the calculated
currents for e2 (lower row, st. pyramidale) are shown for the
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3. Pattern of PS bursts in different cytoarchitectonic layers. DC-coupled (A) and AC-coupled (B) recordings were made with an assembly
of three electrodes fastened as shown by the inset. The triple assembly was repeatedly advanced in the tissue. Numbers labeling the traces under A
refer to depth of the recording site: zero depth corresponds to the st. pyramidale, where the evoked negative PS was of maximal amplitude; positive
numbers refer to more superficial, and negative numbers to deeper locations. Recordings are lined up taking as a reference the fast DC drop. Note
in A the delayed occurrence of the DC drop in st. pyramidale and oriens as compared to the st. radiatum. Observe pure negative PSsin st. pyramidale
(Posl, e3) and negative to positive transition in proximal st. radiatum (Pos3, e2) during the DC drop (reflected as an ample negative bump). Middle
to lower st. radiatum only developed positive PSs (Pos3, e3). Large positive PSs are still present at a time when negative PSs are almost subsided
at upper positions. Letters u--underneath third set of traces in B refer to sample spikes and CSD traces of Figure 4B, and numbers 1-3 mark
fragments expanded in Figure 5.
Figure

selected segments labeled l-3 in Figure 3B (position 2). Column
1 of Figure 54 illustrates normal orthodromic evoked potentials
recorded simultaneously by the three electrodes, and the CSD
calculated for the middle electrode. Negative spikes always occur earlier in the proximal st. radiatum than in st. pyramidale
(Fig. 5B, evoked traces). The orthodromic spike sink was found
up to 200 pm below cell somata. Earlier detailed CSD analysis
of normal orthodromic evoked responses in CA1 (Herreras,
1990) revealed that a synaptically triggered sink in st. radiatum,
identified as a dendritic action potential, appears to be an obligatory antecedent of the orthodromic soma-axonal impulse. This
obligatory sequence was not evident in the recordings of spontaneous PSs in the prodromal spike bursts. Usually the peaks
of the negative PSs recorded in st. pyramidale and in proximal
st. radiatum coincided (Fig. 5B, spontaneous), but slight shifts,

with either the one or the other layer leading, did occur. The
lead could change even within the same burst. In the segments
2 and 3 (Fig. 54) the PS sinks in st. pyramidale were of a
comparable magnitude whether or not large negative PSs appeared at the st. radiatum. At the time chosen in segment 3,
that is, before V, begins to fall in st. radiatum, also spike sinks
are calculated in this stratum (compare first half of Pos2 and
Pos3 in Fig. 4A) and therefore a simultaneous spike sink is
generated in both strata.
Interaction between evoked responses and prodromal spike
bursts
Ortho- and antidromic responses were evoked before and during
spike bursts. Single orthodromic stimuli had little effect on spike
bursts, but double stimuli strongly inhibited them. In Figure 6A
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Figure 4. Localization of transmembrane currents during the PS burst
by current source-density (CSD) analysis. A, CSD calculated for the
center trace of triple recordings shown in Figure 3B. Position 1, st.
oriens; 2. st. pyramidale; 3, proximal st. radiatum. Large spike sources
develop in the st. radiatum as DC plunges negative in this layer. L?,
Expansions of the sample spikes labelled in Pos3 of Figure 3B, and
recorded in st. pyramidale (&,), and proximal and mid st. radiatum (6,
and $J,), and the calculated current (bottom row) for the intermediate
electrode. Note the progressive unmasking of the source component as
the sink decreases. Broken lines are drawn to facilitate comparisons of
timing.
a double shock delivered during the burst depressed the PS
amplitudes for considerable
period. In Figure 6B2 continually
repeated twin stimuli altogether prevented the spike burst. By
varying the intensity and the frequency of the orthodromic
stimulation it was shown that the degree of depression varies with
the intensity of the input. Stimuli subthreshold
for the PS and
frequencies below 1 Hz were ineffective. The timing of orthodromic stimuli commencement
was important as well, the more
pulses delivered before the prodromal
PS burst the more severe
its decline. An example is illustrated in Figure 6C, where single

Figure 5. Comparing time relations of orthodromically evoked PS,
and spontaneous spikes within prodromal spike bursts. A, Fragments
of the selected field potentials (&-&),
in Figure 3B and the calculated
currents (lower row) in st. pyramidale. I shows the typical orthodromic
potentials evoked in the three layers and the somatic current. In 2 and
3, only pure sinks of equivalent magnitude were calculated in the cell
body layer regardless of the activity in the adjacent strata. In this and
the next figures, solid circles mark the artifact (truncated) during evoked
potentials. B, Comparison of the PS peak latencies in st. pyramidale
and radiatum (90 pm below) during orthodromic activation (evoked)
and in a sample PS within the prodromal burst (spontaneous). Compare
the characteristic headway of dendritic PS in st. radiatum during evoked
PSs versus the simultaneous occurrence in both layers in the later case.
orthodromic
pulses delivered at 2 Hz were started only 2 set
before the burst outset, and no clear decline of PSs was noticed.
Therefore,
some cumulative
event resulting by repetitive orthodromic activation counteracts the necessary synchronization
for the spontaneous PS buildup.
Not only did orthodromic
activation modify the SD-related
spontaneous activity, the oncoming SD wave influenced orthodromic transmission
well before the arrival of the AI’, shifts.
Both depression and hypertransmission
were observed in various phases. In the example of Figure 6C the orthodromic
PS
responses are depressed before the onset of the AV, (40-70%
reduction within l-3 set before PS burst arrived, n = 10). In
Figure 6C it is, however, also apparent that during the burst the
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orthodromic evoked PS that is initially profoundly depressed
(dashed trace) increases again and develops double spikes (dotted trace), suggesting hyperexcitability. It may be objected that
this could have been the result of the facilitation known to occur
normally during repetitive stimulation. That the approaching
SD adds an influence not normally present, is shown in Figure
7. Figure 7A illustrates responses to single stimuli at rest (left
column) and before the arrival of a Av, shift (right column)
recorded near (traces 2 and 3) and far (traces 1) from the SD
wavefront (see electrode arrangement in Fig. 24. Multiple orthodromic PSs appear only in the region already under the influence of the approaching SD wave (right column, traces 2 and
3). Figure 7B, from another experiment, illustrates the difference
of the effect of repetitive orthodromic volleys at rest and in the
prodromal stage of SD. Surprisingly, the latency of the orthodromic PSs increased even though multiple spike firinn was
enhanced,suggestingincreasedexcitability.
Antidromic stimuli did not influence the prodromal spike
bursts. The antidromic spikesbecamegradually suppressed
either during or before the onset of the spike burst (Fig. 8B).
Sometimes(two out of sevenexperiments),however, there was
a moderate augmentation of the antidromic spikesbefore they
were extinguished (Fig. 8.4). The antidromic spikeswere not
blocked while being conducted in the alveus, becausethey were
still normal at the moment when a A V, shift invaded the region
of the stimulating electrode. Earlier observations(Herrerasand
Somjen, 1993b) have shown that in alveus and st. oriens the
increaseof [K+], during SD is slight and probably not sufficient
to disturb impulse conduction.
The roles of [K”/,

and of synaptic

transmitters

in SD

The glutamatereceptor blocking drugs,DNQX, or CPP, or both,
were administered through the dialysis fiber prior to the perfusion of high-K+, creating an aura of tissuearound the dialysis
probe that was affected by the drugs. The referencebarrel of
K+-sensitive electrodeswasusedto record electric potential. As
expected, 100 PM DNQX but not CPP abolishedorthodromic
field potentials (Herreras et al., 1989). As also reported earlier
(Hen-erasand Somjen, 1993b), DNQX by itself did not alter
the SD waves whereasCPP decreasedthe frequency of their
appearanceand abolished the somatic DC wave and the late
portion of the dendritic SD wave (phaseII; seeHerreras and
Somjen, 1993b) without preventing their appearanceor propagation. The combined administration of CPP and DNQX (Fig.
94 yielded the sameresult asCPP alone(three andtwo animals,
respectively).
Examination ofthe enlargedearly partsof the recordingsshow
that the combined administration of DNQX and CPP did not
t

V

5ms

Figure 6. Interactionof orthodromicevokedresponses
andprodromal

spikebursts.All recordingsare AC-coupledrecordingsfrom st. pyramidale.A, Two orthodromicstimulimarkedby dots,deliveredduring
a spikeburstpreceding
aAL’, shiftstronglyinhibitedspontaneous
spikes.
B. Initial eventsof two successive
SDepisodes
in the samepreparation.
1, Without orthodromicstimulation.2, During continuouslyrepeated

twin orthodromicstimuli.A completeblockadeof the prodromalPS
burstensued
orthodromicactivation(twin pulses,
2 Hz). Large vertical
strokes arethe orthodromicPSs(stimulusartifactshave beendeleted
to uncoverPS).The arrows mark, asa reference,the onsetof the AI’,
shift in the st. radiatum.The insetshowssuperimposed
low-gainDCcoupledtracesof the sametwo events,illustratingsimilarityof theAV,
shifts(90 set and 28 mV). C, Amplitude modulationof orthodromic
responses
during a prodromalspikeburst. a marksa control orthodromicPS;at the arrowheadan SD episodewasinitiatedby microejection of K+ in a morecaudalpipetteand then orthodromicsingle
pulses(markedby the dashes below)reinitiated2 set beforethe prodromalPSburstarrived. In the lowerpart, expandedpotentialsof the
responses
labeledu-c.
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Figure 8. Modulation of antidromic spike amplitude by prodromal
phase of SD in two different animals (A and B). Both AC-coupled
recordings in st. pyramidale, stimulation of alveus at 10 Hz. Arrows
mark the onset of the A V, shifts at the st. radiatum and arrowheads at
the st. pyramidale. Large vertical strokes in A and initial ones in B
correspond to antidromic PSs.

0 ms
Figure 7. Hypertransmission during prodromal spike burst. A, Orthodromic responses recorded with three electrodes placed as shown in
inset of Figure 2: 1 and 2 in st. pyramidale at 1 mm distance, 3 in
proximal st. radiatum (region of dendritic action potential generation).
Left column of traces, in SD-free control period; right column, when a
prodromal spike burst has reached positions 2 and 3 but not yet position
1. B, Superimposed orthodromic responses during a 2 Hz train recorded
six (solid line) and 2 set before the arrival of a AV, shift (broken line).
The former was obtained once evoked potential variations stabilized
within the stimulus train and the later at the usual time of prodromal
burst. Note that a third PS still develoned at the SD immediacv. but
all of them are delayed as compared to instants earlier. Responses were
recorded in the proximal st. radiatum, 90 pm below the center of st.
pyramidale.

block the prodromal spikebursts (Fig. 9B). Moreover, the spike
burst beganbefore [K+], startedto increase.Thesetime relations
werefound consistently in 12 SD episodesin three rats, aswell
as one trial with DNQX alone and two with CPP alone.
Since glutamate is not the only excitatory transmitter substancein hippocampus,we also tested the effect of blocking all
synapses.CoCl, (10 mM), CdCl, and NiCl, (1 mM each) were
addedto the dialysis fluid. When orthodromic evoked potentials
recorded 400 pm from the dialysis probe were suppressed,SD
was provoked by high-K+ solution ejected from another micropipette farther rostral. SD waves with the typical A V, shifts
invaded the area where synaptic transmissionwas blocked and
they were precededby prodromal spike showersasusually (one
animal).
We alsotestedthe effect of the Na+ channel blocker TTX (10
PM) in three animals. Confirming earlier reports (Sugayaet al.,
1975; Tobiasz and Nicholson, 1982; Herreras and Somjen,
1993b), SD waves could be provoked within the region infiltrated with TTX and SD waves propagatednormally out of the

affected region. Prodromal spike bursts and sawtooth wavelets
were, however, absentwithin the region influenced by TTX but
reappearedwhen the SD wave emergedfrom the TTX block.

Discussion
The electrical activity recorded before the onsetof the negative
AV, shift was highly reproducible. Even though SD waves can
occur when the prodromal spike burst is suppressedby TTX,
the otherwise completely predictable appearanceof the burst
indicates that somethingin the functional propertiesof neurons
is changing well before the onset of the AL’, shift. Theseearly
changesmust be consideredas integral componentsin the evolution of the SD process.
Detailed examination of the early events that precedethe A V,
shift revealed several striking features. One is the regular frequency sharedby both the sawtooth-like wavelets and the PSs
in a spike burst and synchronized over considerabledistances
within the tissue.Second,that the spike burstsare independent
of synaptic transmission.Third, the A I’, shiftscan occur without
the antecedent spike burst. Fourth, that synaptic transmission
and antidromic conduction are altered well before the onset of
the profound depolarization signaledby the AI’, shift. Fifth,
that the electrical signsof the oncoming SD wave begin before
[K+], beginsto rise.
The sawtooth waveletsare the pacemaker of the spike burst
The following characteristic observations suggestthat the sawtooth wavelets are pacing the PSs in the bursts. The spikes
gradually grow out of the sawtooth wavelets. Spikescan be seen
to take off from sawtooth wavelets as a sudden steepeningof
the voltage deflection (Figs. lB2, 2B). In any given experiment
the frequency of the sawtooth wavelets wasthe sameasthat of
spikesin a burst. And, whenever a PS in a burst failed, it did
so at all recording electrodes,and a sawtooth wavelet could be
discovered underneath the missingspike (Fig. lB2). The next
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spike then followed at the double of the usual interval, that is,
without resetting the rhythm. The biophysical mechanism responsible for the pacemaker activity is discussed below.
Spontaneous PSs indicate electrically mediated
synchronization of neuron impulses
PSs of several millivolts amplitude can arise only by the exactly
in-phase firing of a large number of neurons. The synchronization of the firing in the prodromal spike bursts was not mediated by synaptic mechanisms because the bursts appeared
normally even when synaptic transmission was blocked. This
leaves electric interaction as the mechanism responsible for simultaneous firing. Electric interaction among cells could be
achieved by current flowing between cells, that is, ephaptically,
or through electrically patent intercellular junctions, most probably gap junctions. The spontaneous PSs that are fired during
tonic seizures are probably similarly electrically synchronized.
This type of activity has earlier been termed “lockstep firing”
(Somjen et al., 1985).
High-frequency electrical activity, synaptic noise, and impulse firing ahead of SD-related A V, shifts have been recorded
from individual cells in the neocortex and hippocampus (Morlock et al., 1964; Rosenblueth and Garcia-Ramos, 1966; Ichijo
and Ochs, 1970; Muiioz, 1970; Higashida et al., 1974; Somjen
and Aitken, 1984; Haglund and Schwartzkroin,
1990). The large
PSs resulting from lockstep firing are, however, peculiar to hippocampus and dentate gyrus. The tight packing of cells in st.
pyramidale of the cornu ammonis is believed to favor ephaptic
interaction among cells and this could favor hypersynchrony of
action potentials (Taylor and Dudek, 1982a; Snow and Dudek,
1984). However, it does not solve the initial necessary firing.
The prompt reactivation of previously suppressed fast activity
when a wave of SD emerges from a region infiltrated by TTX
shows that distant PSs are not necessary to initiate fast activities.
Earlier CSD studies (Herreras, 1990) have shown that orthodromically transmitted PSs arise first in the proximal zone
of apical dendritic shafts, before the PS in the layer of cell
somata. By contrast, the PSs in prodromal bursts usually appeared in phase along the entire expanse of somata and proximal
dendrites (Fig. SB). This suggests widely spread depolarization
reaching the threshold simultaneously. This notion is also reinforced by the similarly in-phase appearance of the sawtooth
wavelets. We propose that the sawtooth activity is the extracellular representation of a synchronized oscillatory membrane
process. Spike bursts may be initiated when some additional
excitatory influence arises as the SD process evolves and enables
the initially subthreshold oscillations to trigger impulses.
Synchronization over long distances probably requires
intercellular electrical communication
If SD propagates in hippocampus with velocity of 80-l 25 pm/
set (Herreras and Somjen, 1993a) and the earliest prodromal
fast activity begins 5-8 set ahead of an advancing Al’, shift,
then neurons over a distance of 0.4-1.0 mm must be simultaneously engaged in the fast activity. It seems unlikely that primary synchronization over such distances is achieved by ephaptic interaction, that is to say, current flowing in and out of the
membranes of adjacent cells, especially unlikely with view of
the small but rather constant average amplitude of the sawtooth
wavelets that continue for seconds before the eruption of the
spike shower (Figs. lB, 2).
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Figure 9. The effect of blockade of glutamate receptors on SD, and
the timing of the increase of extracellular potassium ((K’/,). Recording
with double-barreled ion-selective electrode of [K+], and potential (V,).
A, DC-coupled traces from st. pyramidale (above) and st. radiatum
(below). Left column,SD episodes provoked during initial control period; right column,during the action of CPP and DNQX. Insetsshow
sample orthodromic evoked potentials, confirming blockade of synaptic
transmission. B, Expanded records of initial phase of the SD episodes
shown in A. The voltage traces are AC coupled. Prodromal PS burst
initiates before [K+], rises. Dashed
horizontallinesindicate 10 mM [K+],
level. The bracketpoints to the phase of positive PSs in st. radiatum.
Note linear scale of [K+],, transformed by computer from recorded
voltages.

Much more probably, the early synchronization is brought
about through electrical current by way of gapjunctions. In the
resting state CA1 pyramidal neurons may be only weakly connected(MacVicar and Dudek, 1981; Taylor and Dudek, 1982b).
We have already suggestedthat among the earlieststagesof the
evolution of SD is the opening of normally closed electrical
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junctions among cells (Somjen et al., 1992). Many agents known
to change during SD can also alter gap junctions conductance
(see Bennett et al., 1988, for a review). A simple way to increase
electrical junctions conductance may occur during the transient
alkaline shift known to occur at the initial stages of SD (Mutch
and Hansen, 1984). In fact, alkaline treatments have been shown
to increase both neuronal dye coupling and the ability of CA1
pyramidal neurons to generate burst firing (Church and Baimbridge, 199 1).
A most peculiar and remarkable observation in the present
study is the very high and fixed frequency of the fast activities.
Such an across-animal constancy indicates that it results from
an intrinsic property of either individual cells or a cell aggregate.
Interestingly, synchronous and rhythmic firing has been considered an emergent property of electrotonically coupled cells
due to regenerative feedback (Getting and Willows, 1974; see
also Sherman and Rinzel, 1992). We consider the possibility
that, as it has been shown for other cellular systems (see, e.g.,
Christie et al., 1989), the low-pass filtering capability ofelectrical
synapses of an appropriate patterned firing in one cell may generate an oscillatory membrane potential in the coupled cells,
which in the end may result in synchronous firing.
Positive extracellular spikes and large current sources may
also be generated by currentjlowing through intercellular
junctions
Positive extracellular spikes are usually interpreted as representing passive sources for current flowing into active sinks on
the membrane of the same extended cellular process. In the case
of recordings such as those shown in Figures 3 and 4 this explanation leads to difficulty, because the sources of the proximal
dendritic region grow in amplitude at a time when the sinks in
the cell body layer are decreasing.
The paradox of a source greatly exceeding in amplitude a
corresponding sink could be explained in one of three ways.
Either (1) the source is “active” and the sink is “passive,” or
(2) the source is much more limited in extension than the sink
(i.e., the current is more dense in the source region), or (3) the
source supplies current to a sink located elsewhere and not seen
by the recording array.
For the source to be “active” we would have to have a sizeable
outward membrane current. The sources in st. radiatum developed while this region showed the large negative AV, signaling massivedepolarization of, at least, the dendritic domain.
In this stageion gradientsbetweencytosol and interstitial fluid
decreaseor approach zero, but they do not reverse (Kraig and
Nicholson, 1978; CzChet al., 1993). In the absenceof a driving
force, there cannot be an outward membrane current.
It is alsounlikely that the sourceregion would be lessextensive
than the sink region of the samecells. When the positive spikes
attain maximal amplitude the sourcesextend over much of the
dendritic region while the dwindling sinksremain limited to the
somaregion.
By exclusion, the most likely explanation is that the sources
weresupplying current to an unseensink located on membranes
that are not part of the pyramidal cells generating the source.
We suggestthat the sinks are on neurons located ahead of the
propagating AV, shift, on neurons that are not yet depolarized
but are already firing in the early phaseof the spike burst. This
hypothesis implies, once more, electrical continuity of the cytoplasm of adjacent cells.

Neuronal excitability changesbefore extracellular signsof SD
Someauthors have reported a neuronal silenceaheadof a moving SD (Morlock et al., 1964; Higashidaet al., 1974), which in
cortical cells may be as long as 11 sec.This early cessationof
activity is paralleled in our experiments by the decreasedorthodromic PS before the moving burst of PSs arrived to the
electrode (Fig. 6). So far, we have no cluesas to the origin of
this modulation, but the changedresponsesto orthodromic and
antidromic stimulation (Figs. 6-8) as well as the unexpected
increasedlatency for the orthodromic PSsduring the burst period do indicate, that the state of the neuron membranesis
altered well before the onset of the profound depolarization
signaledby the AI’, shift.
The mutual interaction of orthodromic volleys with prodroma1spike bursts may be due to changing electrical properties
of the neuron membranes.The beginningdepolarization of pyramidal cell dendrites seemsto slow synaptic transmissionbut
at the sametime to enhancemultiple firing in responseto single
orthodromic volleys (Figs. 6C, 7B). On the other hand, repetitive synaptic input reducesmembraneresistance,and this could
weaken electric coupling among cells (ref. Spira and Bennett,
1972) thus suppressingthe prodromal spike bursts (Fig. 6B).
This interpretation may be reinforced by the heavier prodromal
burstsrecorded after blockade of Glu receptors(Fig. 9B), which
presumably reduced overall cell conductanceby curtailing the
background excitatory synaptic bombardment.
Neither elevated(K’/, nor the releaseof a transmitter agent is
responsiblefor the initiation of SD
The role ofelevated [K+], hasbeencontroversial for many years
(Grafstein, 1956; Marshall, 1959; Haglund and Schwartzkroin,
1990). Recently Lehmenkiihler (1990) and we (Herreras and
Somjen, 1993b)have reported findings that are difficult to reconcile with the idea that the releaseof K+ ions is the trigger for
SD initiation. Recordssuch asthe onesillustrated in Figure 9B
confirm that the earliest phaseof the SD processbeginsbefore
[K+], startsto rise. This figure alsoshowsthat, while the blockade of glutamate receptors partially suppressedthe AV, and
A[K+], in st. pyramidale, the prodromal spike burst was enhancedinstead of inhibited. This, of coursedoesnot negatethe
fact that the eventual rise of [K+], to levels not equalledin any
other pathological condition is an integral part of the evolution
of SD and must by necessitypowerfully feed back on the functioning of the cells that have releasedthe K+ ions.
A similar conclusion emergeswith regardto the roles of synaptic transmitter substances.There is no doubt that during SD
glutamate and other transmitters are releasedfrom cells (Szerb,
1991; Fabricius et al., 1993). Much has been made of the fact
that drugs that block NMDA receptors retard the onset and
propagation of SD (Gorelova et al., 1987; Hansenet al., 1988;
Nellgard and Wieloch, 1992). We have confirmed the strong
modulation of the timing and the AV, waveform by suchagents
(Fig. 9; seealsoHerrerasand Somjen, 1993b).The fact remains,
however, that theseblocking drugsdid not prevent the appearance of SD waves. Blockade of calcium currents by divalent
cations was similarly unsuccessfulin preventing SD (seealso
Jing et al., 1993). We conclude that transmitters releasedfrom
storage modify the evolution of the SD process,but they are
not responsiblefor its initiation.
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Even though the dischargeof impulsesis not required for the
initiation or the propagation of SD, the impulse shower does
regularly appearat its beginning.The mechanismthat gives rise
to the impulse dischargemay well have a key role in the evolution of SD. The widely spread synchronization seemsbest
explained by electrical continuity that could be provided by gap
junctions. Effective communication by way of quasi-syncytial
nets has been demonstrated in other systems,for example in
the spreadof so-calledcalcium waves in cell cultures (CornellBell et al., 1990; Dani et al., 1992; Finkbeiner, 1992). Patent
gap junctions may provide a path not only for electric current
and for ions but also for intracellular “second” messengers
and
other active ingredients in cytosol. SD has frequently been interpretedasa diffusion-reactionprocesswhosevelocity of spread
is governed by the rate of the reaction, which could involve the
releaseof somesubstancefrom cells that then acted on the cell
membrane of adjacent cells. As there are reasonsfor doubting
a decisive role of either K or of glutamate, we are proposing an
alternative hypothesis, involving the exchangeof chemical signals not through the interstitial spacebut by way of gap junctions. The autocatalytic reaction so initiated would alter the
membrane from the inside, instead of acting on receptors on
the outside. This proposal is admittedly basedon indirect evidence, and we offer it mainly asa catalyst of further inquiry.
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